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Introduction  

In this report we will discuss about the legal responsibilities of directors of private limited 

corporations as stated by “the Companies Act 2006” and how directors might avoid liability for 

“breaches of their duties”. 

 

Companies Act 2006 – director’s duties 

According to “the Companies Act 2006”, “section 170” of states the wide-ranging duties of the 

directors which they owe towards the organization are been set down from the “sections 171 to 

177 of the Companies Act” .  

 

 “Duty to take action for Proper Purposes” 

“Duty to act for proper purposes” is one of the duties of “directors” which are stated in “section 

171 of Company Law 2006”. As per this section the “directors” need to utilize their authorities 

inside the “corporation constitution” as well as just for the sensible reasons towards the greatest 

advantage of the corporation. The “directors” should watch the structure of the corporation 

whilst they carrying out “director’s” authorities and they should implement their authorities’ 

“bonafidely” for the greatest concern of entire corporation as well as in this obligation directors 

are likewise obliged to take action for the greatest concern of investors. Also, “directors” are 

legal representatives of corporation, so they can't utilize their authorities ahead of the 

corporation’s charter and for their own advantages. This guideline in effect provides a solution 

for the investors towards prosecuting “directors”. In those cases where directors use wrongly 

their authorities and their actions are not as per the constitution of the corporation investors could 

confront them in the courtroom (legislation.gov.uk, 2006).  

This regulation is again clarified in the case of “Hogg v Cramphorne” where the “directors” of 

aimed corporation deliberately distributed latest shares of the corporation to those individuals 

who could contradict the fright takeover biding. The main motive for this distribution was that 

they wanted to spare their employments within the board. It was stated that the “directors” didn’t 

utilize their authorities correctly and the latest allocation of “shares” were not done not in light of 

honesty, thus the court pronounced this allocation is void (Boyle, 1965).  

In one more case, “Howard Smith Ltd v Ampol Petroleum Ltd” it was stated that the principle 

reason following “issuance of latest shares” to decrease the rate of 2 investors stake within the 

organization, who declined the aiming take-over biding. “Lord Wilberforce” had held that the 

new allocation of “shares by director” in this sort of condition can be put aside in spite of the fact 

that there was no self-centeredness included. Since, their intent around the time of allocation of 

“new of share” was depended on “malafide”. It was furthermore held that for this situation that 
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any action or resolution of “directors” which is not contained by the organization's charter is 

identified as invalid action, in case it just go beyond of director authorities, then it is pronounced 

as avoidable choice (accaglobal.com, 2006). 

 

“Duty to Promote the Success of the Company” 

According to “section 172(1) of the Companies Act 2006” it states and enforces noteworthy 

responsibilities on a “director”, which means a “director” have to carry out; (a) The probable 

outcomes of his any choice in the extended haul on a corporation, (b) A “director” should 

observe concerns of the organization's staffs at first, (c) “director” should attempt to encourage 

the corporation’s commerce associations by dealers, clients and with others, (d) A director of a 

corporation ought to dependably observe the general effect of the corporation’s processes on the 

society and the surroundings, (e) A “director” has an interest of the organization keeping up a 

repute for higher values of commerce carrying out, and (f) The requirement to act reasonably as 

among the every individuals from the corporation (legislation.gov.uk, 2006).  

“In Lonrho Ltd v Shell Petroleum co Ltd [1980] 1 WLR 627, Lord Diplock”, it was said that the 

organization's directors ought to not just observe investors interests; they ought to consider 

regarding organization's creditors also. “In Liquidator of West Mercia Sofetwear Ltd v. Dodd” it 

was said that when bankruptcy move towards an organization, then organization's director ought 

to begin to consider in light of a legitimate benefit of the creditors. Thus, in the instance of 

bankruptcy, the director's statutory responsibilities shift in the direction of the corporation 

(accaglobal.com, 2006). 

 

 “Duty to use Independent Judgment” 

According to “section 173 of the Companies Act 2006” it specified the responsibility on 

“director” of “independent judgment” as well as this section requires that the “directors” should 

carry out an independent judgment regulation and should not bind their prudence under anyone’s 

impact. They are indebted of their duties towards organization not towards any person. They 

should just function and observe the organization's benefit, undertakings and dependably utilize 

their autonomous assessment to the greatest advantage of the business instead of other 

individual's concerns (Steinfeld & Ritchie, 2007).  

 “Nominee directors” 

“Nominee directors” normally selected inside a corporation or within auxiliary corporations by 

the actual corporation or lenders towards securing their concerns within the corporation. The rule 

draws no difference among these 2 positions of a “nominee director” or additional typical 

organization administrator. A “nominee director” owes the similar obligations towards 
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organization like a holding corporation chief. Hence, a “nominee director” cannot aimlessly take 

after the judgment of those individuals who selected him (legislation.gov.uk, 2006).  

“In Boulting v ACTT Nominee directors are not bound to act in harmony with the desires of the 

nominator, they could decline nominator's instructions, where these interruptions have conflict 

with the interests of the corporation. In Charter Bridge Corporation Ltd v. Lloyds Bank Ltd, it 

was held here that 'every corporation in the group is a different lawful body and the directors of a 

specific corporation are not permitted to surrender the interest of the organization” 

(accaglobal.com, 2006). 

 

 “The Duty of Care and Skill” 

The obligation to practice rational “care, skill and diligence” is considered a standout amongst 

the most vital obligations of the “directors”. This obligation of rational “care, skill and diligence” 

has immense consideration lately too. This obligation has been classified in “section 174 of the 

Companies Act 2006”. “The duty of care and skill” depends on the agreement, faith, “tort and 

equity principals”. “As J Birds fights that UK Company Law” really uncovers the conventions of 

a “common law” structure which is build on the thoughts of agreement and value. Though 

“section 174” mentions that an executive of any organization should show the maximum amount 

of consideration “care, skill and diligence”, whilst playing out a “director” obligation. Not just 

“section 174 of Companies Act” explains regarding “standard of care and skill” it is additionally 

systematized in “section 214(4) of the Insolvency Act 1986” which likewise needs from a 

“director” of an organization to practice information, ability and concern that were practiced by a 

sensible and reasonable individual who have all-purpose learning, ability and awareness which is 

needed from a man performing similar sort of obligations which “directors” likewise need to 

execute (legislation.gov.uk, 2006).  

“In Re City Equitable fire Insurance it was expressed that for a director it is not needed to have 

the larger amount of expertise and execution as contrast with a standard individual having same 

information and experience. In a case Dorchester Finance Co v Stebbing where directors didn’t 

perform with sensible care and signed the blank cheques, which permitted the corporation 

overseeing executive to misappropriation. So it is pronounced a careless act on the part of the 

directors. In another case Re D' Jan Of London Ltd where corporation’s director was held 

careless, as he signed the company's insurance policy without perusing its content”. 

(accaglobal.com, 2006) 

 

 ”Avoid conflicts or No Personal Secret Profit” 

The “directors” should not go in to some contract to where corporation’s concern is conflicted 

with their own particular concern. Besides, directors can't make a surreptitious individual benefit 

by unfair utilizing of their point or power as an executive. “In Aberdeen Rly Ltd. v Blaikie 

Brothers it was held that it can't be permitted to anybody towards entering a contract for his own 

particular concern or he would have get a concern with this contract or there might be a 
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possibility of conflicts of others individuals from organization's interests” (accaglobal.com, 

2006).  

“Section 176 of the Companies Act 2006” explains that director’s hidden “secret earnings 

regulations”, which they build by the utilizing of the “director’s” authorities. As per this 

“section”, “director’s” could be responsible for unrevealed benefits which they got as a 

“director’s” point. “Section 176 (2) of the Companies Act 2006” clarifies a “third party” who is 

an individual other than the corporation, a related body company or an individual executing in 

the concern of the corporation or a related body corporate. In addition, it is expressed in “section 

176 (3)” that benefits got by a “director” from an individual by whom his admistrations (as an 

executive or something else) are given towards the corporation are not viewed as gave by a 

“third party” (legislation.gov.uk, 2006). 

“In Regal (Hastings) Ltd v. Gulliver here the directors of Regal contributed their own particular 

cash to purchase the auxiliary corporation shares and afterward they sold the entire group in a 

takeover biding and afterward got an immediate benefit from the procured shares of an auxiliary 

corporation. Afterward, court pronounced this action is a reasonable breach from their statutory 

director's obligations” (Steinfeld & Ritchie, 2007). 

 

 “Duty to Disclosure Interest in proposed Transaction or arrangement” 

“Section 177 of the Companies Act 2006” is regarding “disclosure of interest” by a “director” 

towards planned deal or course of action. As per “section of 177(1)” that “director” of whichever 

corporation who has a concern or can be recipient in corporation any continuous or upcoming 

deal or course of action. Thus, director needs to reveal his concern with complete information, 

“nature and extent” of that concern for on progressing or planned deal quickly. “Section 177(2) 

of the Companies Act”, gives the distinctive methods of “director” revelation, which can be 

printed notification, revelation at conference of “director’s” and an all-purpose notification too. 

Moreover, basically of the “section 177(4)” some sort of the concern, which an executive has in 

transaction or understanding, should unveil before the corporation go into this affair or deal. A 

“director”, who was a previous associate, investor or some official position should reveal 

towards his current corporation, if his current is going to sign an agreement to his previous 

corporation. Else, he would be said concerned by this agreement (legislation.gov.uk, 2006). 

 

“Breach of Directors' Duties and Their Remedies” 

When “directors” do not carry out their responsibilities as indicated by “Companies Act 2006” 

sections, they could be held accountable for their “breaches of duties”. Normally “directors” 

cannot be held individually accountable for their activity by the organization because of 

“corporate veil” conception, though there are several of situations, when “corporate veil” 

conception could be taken away and the “directors” could be tried individually those break 

responsibilities which they had done towards the corporation, investors and diverse partners.  
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 Unfit Directors Disqualification 

Directors of the any corporation should be showcasing the higher requirements of expertise and 

learning with consideration and attentiveness and sincerity. “The Company Directors 

Disqualification Act 1986 (C.D.D.A) section 6” gives the system to the exclusion of rebel 

“directors” on the basis of "unfit" to carry out the dealings of the corporation. The primary 

motivation behind the exclusion of a “directors” procurement is to shield the general population 

from the offender directors else this director will be an extraordinary damage for a community 

interest, on the off chance that he is permitted to proceed with work within the corporation as a 

director, preclusion of “directors” request on the unfitting view for the most part premise on a 

breach of business ethics, actually disgusting ineffectiveness and irresponsibility from a director 

(Company Directors Disqualification Act , 1986).  

“In Re Lo-Line Electric Motors Ltd where it was additionally held for this situation that the 

principle reason for the Section 6 C. D. D, is not to punish any director of the corporation, 

though, its significant reason is to safeguard the general population against the upcoming actions 

of a rebel director whose earlier evidence demonstrated that he made damage to the creditors and 

others too. In Re Sevenoaks Stationers (Retail) Ltd Dillion Lord Judge held that Section 6 

expresses a examination that whether the behavior of anyone performing as a director of the 

corporation announces him misfit within the control of that corporation” (accaglobal.com, 2006). 

 

 Fraudulent Trading 

“Section 212 of the Insolvency Act 1986” where director of organizations might be responsible 

for their for their “misfeasance” and infringe of responsibility towards the corporation and thus 

they will be accountable to recompense or add towards the resources of the corporation or 

request the “director” to recompense the corporation for the damages they brought towards the 

corporation (legislation.gov.uk, 2006).  

“Section 213 of the Insolvency Act 1986” deals with civil responsibility and just relates when the 

organization is in the wrapping up procedure and afterward “liquidator” just could apply for an 

affirmation that any individual for the performing on of the commerce in the shall be said to be 

liable towards making those giving to the organization's resources as the “court” believes 

appropriate (The Insolvency Act , 1986).  

As indicated by “Section 993 of the Companies Act fraudulent trading” is an illegal wrongdoing. 

Where, a corporation is leading commerce with an expectation to carry out deception with 

lenders of that corporation or the lenders of some additional business organization with a 

deceitful aim and every single individual who is identified with that commerce and thinks about 

the event of that wrongdoing is likewise a guilty party (accaglobal.com, 2006).  

“In R v Grantham it was said that for this situation that where credit is acquired during a period 

when the directors have no justifiable reason or explanation behind feeling that finances would 
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get to be accessible to disburse the liability when it got to be expected or presently. To compose 

deceitful trading wrongdoing on a director they require to evidence deceptive nature agreeing the 

stage which is set down in the matter. Amid the deceitful trading procedures corporation could 

carry out its commerce, in spite of the fact that corporation’s every trading exercises has been 

stopped for the liability accumulation and installment towards the lenders” (accaglobal.com, 

2006). 

 Wrongful Trading 

“Section 214 of the Insolvency Act 1986” explains that “if during the ending up of a corporation 

it gives the subsection (2) of this section” relates in connection to an individual who is or were a 

administrator of the corporation, the “court” on the request of the “liquidator”, might proclaim 

that individual is to be accountable to formulate such commitment towards the corporation’s 

resources as the “court” believes appropriate. “The subsection 2 of the section 214” mentions 

that “this subsection” relates in connection to an individual if the corporation has been into 

“bankrupt liquidation”, (b) sooner or later prior to the beginning of the ending up of the 

corporation, that individual recognize or should have presumed that there was no rational vision 

that the corporation will abstain from going into “bankrupt liquidation”, and (c) that individual 

was a “director” of the corporation around then (The Insolvency Act , 1986). 

“In Re Brain D Pierson Ltd, where court said for this situation that it would be not sufficient for 

a director when indebtedness occurred, to proceed with the commerce for the goal to modify it in 

benefit. It is additionally held in this similar case that for a situation where directors perform 

with an aim to make safe a few resources or cases in the enhanced concern of the lenders and 

they can't acquire the necessary targets such a matter is not secured in the procurement of 

wrongful trading” (accaglobal.com, 2006). 

 “Unfair prejudice Petition” 

“Unfair prejudice” is one of critical legal solution for marginal investor against the incorrect 

practitioner “directors”. Whichever individual from the corporation or collection of the associate 

within corporation could apply to the “court” by an appeal for the looking for a request on the 

basis that corporation’s undertakings were directed in a way that is unjustly biased to the 

applicant or against the benefit of a few individuals from group within the corporation, unjust 

prejudice might comprise of actions or exclusions submitted before, being currently conferred or 

would be anticipated so biased against the applicant (legislation.gov.uk, 2006). “In O’ Neill v 

Phillips House of Lord said for this situation that an associate ought not typically allowed to 

criticize of injustice in the Companies Act 2006, unless a corporation’s directors' were directing 

some illicit relationships of the corporation is not in a decent confidence or against the impartial 

values and these actions are unjust towards individuals within the corporation” (accaglobal.com, 

2006). 

Conclusion 
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The breach of duties of directors of a company and remedies accessible to the individuals who 

are influenced by their breaches was stated in this report. Basically the breaches happen where 

the directors focus on their own advantages instead of to action in the advantage of investors of 

the corporation. So in consequence “directors” need to confront few solutions which are of “civil 

and criminal” in character together that is they could be punished by detainment and money as 

well as their resources could likewise turn into the benefits of the corporation. If performed well 

then it could lead to a successful carrying out of the business in present times.  
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